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A Triangular Wilkinson Power Divider with Spaced Output
Ports
M. Khalaj-Amirhosseini*, M. Moghavvemi** and A. Attaran**

Abstract: This paper proposes an idea to modify the conventional Wilkinson power
dividers to have physically spaced output ports. The well-known internal resistor of
Wilkinson power divider is now connected to output ports by two additional transmission
lines to create a triangular shape power divider. Several modified power dividers are
designed at frequency of 1.0 GHz and one of them is fabricated and measured. The
measured results of the fabricated diplexer have very good agreement with the theoretical
results.
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1 Introduction1
Microstrip power dividers are commonly used in
microwave circuits to divide a power to at least two
channels, or combine the powers in a channel. A
commonly used microstrip power divider is Wilkinson
[1, 2] type. There are two practical drawbacks for
Wilkinson power divider in its original shape or all
other shapes proposed to miniaturize [3-5], operate as
multi-frequency [6-9] or broaden the bandwidth [1012]; the output ports must be very near to each other and
straight transmission lines can't be used. This caused by
the well-known internal resistor connected between two
output ports where its physical size is very small. In this
article, the conventional Wilkinson power divider is
modified by adding two transmission lines to the
internal resistor at the output ports. In the proposed
power divider which has a triangular shape, the output
ports are essentially spaced out. In fact, the internal
resistor is connected to output ports by two transmission
lines and not directly alone. The performance of the
proposed power divider is evaluated using few
examples including one fabricated and operating at
frequency 1.0 GHz.
2 Triangular Power Divider
Fig. 1 depicts an actual conventional Wilkinson
power divider composed of two quarter wavelength
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transmission lines connected to a very short length
resistor, i.e. the well-known internal resistor at its two
output ports. As it is observed, two transmission lines
cannot be straight because the output ports must be
physically near to each other. Fig. 2 depicts the
proposed power divider (Triangular Power Divider)
which has not the aforementioned practical drawbacks
of the conventional Wilkinson power divider. Two
vertical lines of arbitrary length θ0 have been added to
the resistor at the output ports as well as one horizontal
line of the same length θ0 at the input port. Two
transmission lines connecting the input to outputs are
quarter wavelength with characteristic impedance
giving by

Z 1 = 2 Z 0 cos θ 0

(1)

Having found the input and output impedances of
the proposed power divider in two cases of even and
odd modes, the S parameters of the whole structure can
be determined as follows

S11 =

Z in / 2 − Z 0
Z in / 2 + Z 0

(2)

S 22 = S 33 =

e
o
− Z 0 1 Z out
− Z0
1 Z out
+
e
o
2 Z out
+ Z 0 2 Z out
+ Z0

(3)

S 23 = S 32 =

e
o
− Z 0 1 Z out
− Z0
1 Z out
−
e
o
2 Z out + Z 0 2 Z out + Z 0

(4)

(5)
| S 21 |=| S 31 |= (1− | S11 | 2 ) / 2
where Z in is the input impedance of one of two
e
o
branches in the even mode and also Z out
and Z out
are
the output impedances of that branch in the even and
odd modes, respectively.
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Fig. 1 An actuual conventionaal Wilkinson pow
wer divider

3 Examplees and Results
In this section the proposed poower dividerr is
designed, fabbricated and measured
m
at frrequency f0 = 1.0
GHz consideering Z0 = 50
5 Ω. Figs. 3-6
3 illustrate the
amplitude off the scatterinng parameterrs of four pow
wer
dividers for θ0 = 45o, 300o, 10o and 0o (conventionnal).
The deep nuulls at desiredd frequency arre observable for
the input andd output returrn losses as well
w as the outtput
isolation. It is
i seen that as θ0 is increaseed, the bandwiidth
of power divvider is decreeased althoughh it is negligiible
for θ0 less thhan about 10o. It is worthy to
t note that in the
case of θ0 = 45o, all the trransmission linnes will have the
same charactteristic impeddance Z0. Thee designed pow
wer
divider with θ0 = 30o is faabricated on a substrate witth εr
= 2.2 and h = 20 mil = 5008 μm (RT/D
Duroid 5880 frrom
Rogers) as shhown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows the measuured
amplitude off the scatteringg parameters of the fabricaated
power divideer. It is seen from Figs. 4 and 8 that the
agreement beetween theoreetical and meaasurement results
is good exceept a minus shhift frequencyy around 50 MHz
M
which may be related to the effecct of microsstrip
discontinuitiees at the connnection pointts. The inserttion
loss of the faabricated dipleexer is 0.3 dB
B which is duee to
the losses of substrate, connducting stripss and connectors.
Also, the inpput and outpput return losses and also the
output isolatiion are 26 dB at the optimuum frequency.

Z0
Z1 , π / 2
#1

Z0

Z 0 ,θ 0

Z1 , π / 2

Fig
g. 4 The ampliitude of the scattering param
meters of powerr
div
vider with θ0 = 30
3 o and Z1 = 611.24 Ω

#2
2

Z 0 ,θ 0
2Z 0
Fig
g. 5 The ampliitude of the scattering param
meters of powerr
div
vider with θ0 = 10
1 o and Z1 = 699.63 Ω

Z 0 ,θ 0

Z0

#3
3

Fig. 2 The modified
m
Wilkinnson power diivider with spaaced
output ports
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g. 3 The ampliitude of the scattering param
meters of powerr
Fig
div
vider with θ0 = 45
4 o and Z1 = 500.0 Ω

4 Conclusion
An idea is proposed to modify the conventionall
Wiilkinson power dividers tto have physically spacedd
outtput ports. The
T
well-knoown internall resistor off
Wiilkinson poweer divider is coonnected to ou
utput ports byy
two
o additional transmissionn lines. Seveeral modifiedd
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power divideers are designned at frequeency of 1.0 GHz
G
and one off them is fabbricated and measured. The
T
measured ressults of the faabricated dipleexer have a goood
agreement with
w the theoreetical results. It is seen thaat as
the length off connected lines to the innternal resistoor is
increased, thhe bandwidth of
o power diviider is decreassed.
Also, when the
t electrical length
l
of the connected
c
linees is
45o, all the transmission
t
lines in the poower divider will
w
have the sam
me characteristtic impedance.

Fig. 6 The am
mplitude of thee scattering parrameters of poower
divider with θ0 = 0o and Z1 = 70.71 Ω (conventional)

Fig. 7 The phooto of the fabriccated power divvider
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Fig. 8 The measured
m
scatterring parameterss of the fabricated
power divider
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